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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.
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Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:

Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic

Mini Golf

Beach Roll

The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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Title: Leadwerks Game Launcher
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
Leadwerks Software
Publisher:
Leadwerks Software
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2015
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Overpriced but GG. Liking this game a lot more than I expected too. 10 hrs in as I write this review. First attempt had no idea
what I was doing made all kinds of dumb mistakes while learning the system finally got crushed and start a new game. Went
normal difficulty ironman mode - i figured I knew what I was doing by now .. HA !!! - got crushed again this time with no way
to back up so started 3rd game got further but still got beat. On my fourth try now playing more cautious doing better have not
beaten it yet. The randomization system is excellent it is different every time even when you get an encounter you have seen
before and think you know what is going to happen it can fool you and do something different. Much better than most indie
games excellent replay value.. Spore on steroids.
Recommended game for those who like simulations.
Fun way to learn and understand the principles of evolution.

Kind Regards to Quazar for his dedication and awesome work, please keep it up for all of us :). You cant make a golf game
work in a 2d sideways view game. They have gone for the wacky aproach but its borining, not fun, and lacks any real stratergy.
It a pressing a button simulator. Stick to the orginal worms games and better golf games.. This game is the epitome of what
made the old "Choose Your Own Adventure" novels fun. Endless choices, compelling characters, adventure, and brutal death
around every corner. If you love those novels, or D&D, or just a fun adventure, I highly recommend this game.. I like the idea
of the game but theyre are some things that should be improved ALOT!

1. I can't change the resolution.
2. Also the audio is coming only from my right ear.

2/10. I like squeezing melons, 11/10 would slaugther melons again. Turbocapitalism in a pleasing historical setting. Definitely
worth spending a few hours on, until you can pretty much buy out the entire mediterranean seaboard.

Only annoying downside - the campaign forces you into some manual battles, which are unfortunately the low point of the
experience, an imprecise, annoying and boring affair, clicking other ships to pieces.

Overall, not quite worth the full price but if you get it at a sale, go for it.. wow. Starting out in a full white room and a black hole
at the end (cmonBruh) and it is telling me to walk, but my mouse is just going all over the place and I find out theyve inverted
the mouse, and it took me way longer than I think it should have to find out how to turn it off in the settings, but anyways..
Beginning cutscenes after the 'tutorial' felt long and dragged out, at one point, I thought I was supposed to click or do something,
but no, just waiting... Finally in the game, it feels like I'm playing something on a gameboy but this is a new release in 2018...
ok.. whatever. The first stage (when I finally get to play) is interesting I guess.. not a fully linear set of streets to walk through,
but I'm just going around picking up 'files' and 'memories' and blah blah whatever. I still have no idea whats going on, someone
died, and I have a brother and a dad and a mum? Whats happening? Theres a car that needs parts, I have 2 car parts but they
both dont work... finally OH COMBINE THEM DUUHHHHH, I do that to get to the next stage where theres a sentinel enemy
which is actually impossible to die from unless youre trying, which I ended up doing because I couldn't figure out what to do
next. The game said 'these notes must mean something' and then it says 'move slowly'.... What the hell are you talking about?
Theres nothing to input or use 'notes' anywheres, and I don't need to move slowly to avoid the monster. Started 'moving slowly'
around the map and then just offed myself... what is this game... It was actually getting atmospheric besides the bad graphics
and clunky movement but when theres no understandable story with no clear goal in the gameplay it makes it really hard to
continue. refunded yikes bye. This is a really hard game to review. It's definitely niche. If you like trading games and you like
sailing ship games, you'll like Patrician 3. Even a single plathrough can take weeks of real time to make any progress. The worst
part is that you won't even realize that time is passing until day turns to night turns to day again and you're tired and hungry.
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amazing game, but kinda short. i just hope they add more soon!. I was really hyped for the game and instantly bought it as soon
as it launched on steam.

I adored Trick&Treat and had even higher expectations for this game. And I did really like it, but still..I'm somewhat
disappointed. It was over so, so soon. I was very sad when I finished the story after "only" 4 hours of playing.

I still love it and am going to get it to 100%, because it is cute, the characters are lovely and the puzzles are clever. It's even
somewhat challenging at times and there's always something to explore or find (recipes and various sidequests).. Deafinetly a
great game for very experienced stratagy players. I kind of failed the first time i wantet to do whatever you are supposed to do
in this, thing, HARDLY but in the end it kinda worked out. I played it so long that...
I bounced on my boys♥♥♥♥♥♥to this for hours straight. It's great, but for the love of everything holy, TURN OFF
NARRATION. It doesn't track with clicking ahead, so unless you only read as fast as the narrator speaks - and I bet you read
faster - you'll be constantly bombarded by a voice telling you lines you clicked past 30-60 seconds before. Incredibly annoying.

*whew* Got that out of my system. Anyway, this game (more of a massive choose-your-own-adventure book than a GAME) is
very clever and very funny, if occasionally irritating. The humor is surprisingly arch and for all of the "choosing" that happens in
a choose-your-own-adventure, this one can be unexpectedly railroading at times: lots of "but that doesn't make sense; are you
sure you wouldn't rather xxx?" or "humor" that practically qualifies as self-impressed liberalism writ large.

I do recommend it; it really is funny and clever and interesting. But I'm not sure I plan on reading Dinosaur Comics again any
time soon after playing this.. I would have eariler recommeded this game quite heavily but now it is an instant NO. This game is
very fun but to a limit and if your good at games that limit is reached really quickly. The game has come to a almost halt in
updates And i mean that, just look at the last time this game was updated...I SERIOSLY DO NOT recommed this game at all. A
quality graphic novel, full of mysteries and a nonlinear script.
From the first minutes of your stay in the game, it seems to you, bud, then you already know in advance how the events will
unfold ... But no, it seems to you that

10 Caribbean Pools out of 10
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